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Important FERPA Information:
According to Jody Ragan, Simpson College Registrar, a user can only be
added to a Scholar course as a user if there is a valid educational need
for the user to have access to the course.
Examples of users who meet this criteria:
● Students enrolled in the course.
● Faculty under contract to teach the course.
● Writing Fellows who have signed a confidentiality
agreement and are under contract for that specific course.
● SC Leaders who have signed a confidentiality agreement
and are under contract for that specific course.
Examples of users who do not meet this criteria:
● Any faculty who is not under contract to teach that specific
course. In other words, you cannot add another faculty
member to a course for any reason unless the faculty
member is also under contract (co-teacher scenario) to
teach the course.
User Roles
The following is a list of roles that can be given to new enrollees in a
course along with a brief description of what that role may do within
the course.
1. Teacher role - can do anything within the course, including
changing activities and grading students (must be under contract
to teach the course)
2. Non-editing Teacher role - can teach in courses and grade
students but may not alter activities (must be under contract to
teach the course)
3. Student role - must be a registered student in the class per the
registrar’s class list. The user in this role can access content and
take assessments; cannot alter content

4. Teacher (Training) role - can do everything the teacher can do in
the course. This user’s name would not be displayed on the
course description. This role may be appropriate for an SC leader.
5. Writing Fellow role - similar to the non-editing teacher role, this
user can read student submissions but cannot alter activities or
see student’s grades.
Steps to Enroll New Users
1.Go to course site and find the main administration box and find the phrase
“Users”

2. Then Click on Users and you see “Enrolled Users”

3. Then you get the class roster and we want to click on the box “Enroll Users”

4. Then we get the dialog box that allows us to search for the user that we
want. So choose their role, I.e. Like student or teacher and then enter the
name you want in the bottom of the box and click on the search button. The
list will return with any close name and you use the correct one by clicking on
the “enroll” button to the right of their name.

5. You have done it right if they appear in the class roster. But the tricky part
to remember is to be sure that you place in the actual class list by choosing

the correct class ID with the name and number. I.e. Magt 333 – Web
(CS32271). Without that group name of the course they are not able to
complete any student assignment.
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